
Walk-O2-Bout+™

Cylinder solutions for medical oxygen and air

Fast, easy and always ready 
The Walk-O2-Bout+™ (WOB+™) family of products from 
Airgas Healthcare provides an innovative solution to 
problems that first responders and healthcare practitioners 
face when providing respiratory care to their patients. Each 
cylinder’s streamlined design incorporates everything you 
need into one integrated, easy-to-use unit and is perfect  
for use by professionals in the following healthcare settings 
and more.

•   Dental practices

•  Emergency Medical Services (EMS)

•  Hospitals

•  Medical practices

•  Nursing homes

•  Surgery centers

AirgasHealthcare.com

WOB+ cylinders have enhanced 
features that continue to provide  
an exceptionally high-valued 
product designed to help  
caregivers improve patient care.

•  Increase patient safety

•  Simplify caregiving with easy- 
to-use design



Walk-O2-Bout+™

Medical oxygen and air

Increase patient safety
•   Hospitals feel confident that they are using an FDA 510k 

cleared product that meets regulatory compliance. 

•   Caregivers can trust that WOB+™ is FDA 510k cleared as 
MR Conditional—every cylinder they select meets their 
requirements and minimizes the risk of a non-compliant 
cylinder in the MR environment. 

•   With leading-edge DISS connection capability that  
outputs 200 lpm, WOB+ meets many modern ventilator 
requirements. 

Note: Heliox Walk-O2-Bout® is still available— 
ask your Airgas Healthcare specialist for more  
information.

Simplify caregiving
•   The integrated valve and regulator assembly means  

caregivers no longer waste time  hooking up a regulator. 

•   The durable and soft handle permits caregivers to  
comfortably carry the cylinder. 

•   A large knob with an arrow indicator on top indicates flow 
direction and helps caregivers easily turn on the cylinder 
to a precise flow rate. 

Contact us  
800.201.0552
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50 psi DISS outlet delivering  
up to 200 lpm

Ergonomic handle

Integrated valve and regulator

 
Gauge with heavy-duty protection

 Barbed outlet with a flow range  
of 0–25 lpm

FDA 510k cleared as MR  
Conditional




